What Would World War 3 Look Like?

“Ghost Fleet is a thrilling trip through a terrifyingly plausible tomorrow. This is not just an excellent book, but an excellent book by those who know what they are talking about. Prepare to lose some sleep.”
—D. B. WEISS, writer and executive producer of HBO’s Game of Thrones

“Reads like the very best of classic Tom Clancy, updated for the 21st century, persuasive in its detail, simultaneously thrilling and terrifying.”
—PHILIPP MEYER, author of The Son

“In addition to being a page-turning read, this is a clarion call to get our act together before fiction becomes fact.”
—VINT CERF, Co-Inventor of the Internet

“Ghost Fleet: Your Must Read Summer Book.”—HUFFINGTON POST

“It’s one of those books that is the perfect companion to a cold beer in a beach chair. It will also help you imagine a future of war that is very different from our experiences in Afghanistan and Iraq.”
—FOREIGN POLICY

“The next great military techno-thriller has finally arrived.”
—TASK & PURPOSE

“Readers will find Ghost Fleet a highly enjoyable, at times uncomfortable, and always thought-provoking read.”—U.S. NAVAL INSTITUTE

“A ripped from the headlines novel about war that’s just around the corner . . . Exciting.”—BUZZFEED

“Ghost Fleet is a page-turner filled with thrills and chills, but it is also more than that. Drawn from real world trends in cyber tech, intelligence, and defense, it offers a haunting glimpse into our future that you’ll find hard to forget.”—NINA JACOBSON, Producer of The Hunger Games

“This page-turning marvel is the best source of high-tech geopolitical visioneering since Tom Clancy’s Red Storm Rising and Sir John Hackett’s The Third World War. A startling blueprint for the wars of the future and therefore needs to be read now!”
—ADMIRAL JAMES STAVRIDIS, USN (Ret); former NATO Supreme Allied Commander
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